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    TANDEMBOX intivo
 Always different, always unique



Create distinctiveness
and

As customer tastes become 
more sophisticated; the 
desire to create individual, 
highly original designs 
increase. TANDEMBOX 
intivo brings endless new 
possibilities to inspire and 
stimulate.

TANDEMBOX intivo opens up new worlds of design possibilities for pullouts. Available colours terra black, 
silk white and stainless steel create a new quality of dialogue between exterior and interior furniture design. 

Effortless
versatileand completely

TANDEMBOX intivo works in all applications including; standard pull-outs as well as individual solutions such as the 
unique SPACE CORNER, sink pull-out and waste storage. Inner pull-outs are also available behind doors or high 
fronted pull-outs - either with a front design element or with a dedicated cross rail.

BOXCOVER; for combining 
sopisticated design 
elements which bring you 
endless new possibilties to 
inspire and stimulate.

TANDEMBOX intivo brings together enhanced design 
opportunities, superior quality of motion and unsurpassed 
running action - even up to loads of 65kg.

Gain exceptional opening comfort with the SERVO-DRIVE 
electrical opening support system. A gentle pull on the handle 
or a light touch on the front with hand, knee or hip is enough for 
TANDEMBOX intivo pull-outs to open smooth and effortlessly.
And, thanks to BLUMOTION soft-closing technology 
TANDEMBOX intivo pull-outs close silently and with complete 
ease.

Unsurpassed running action
easeand of motion

Using the Design Configurator on our web site, 
you can try out different patterns in a virtual 
TANDEMBOX intivo pull-out. This enables you to 
see how the different patterns would look like in the 
finished pull-out.               http://myintivo.blum.com

SERVO-DRIVE
by Blum

BLUMOTION
inside+

BOXCAP; for continuous 
design in silk white, stainless 
steel, or terra black.

harmony
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Can I use TANDEMBOX intivo in my outdoor/alfresco 
kitchen?

Frequently asked questions

No. Due to the high potential of exposure to salt air, 
humidity and water Blum does not support this use and 
therefore the lifetime warranty would be void. 
TANDEMBOX intivo can be used in other internal areas 
such as the bathroom, wardrobe and living room.

? Can the dividers be moved in the pull-out?
Yes. TANDEMBOX intivo pull-outs have an optional 
adaptor profile which attaches under the BOXCAP or 
design element. 
Adjustment is made by slightly pressing down evenly on 
the divider, move and release to lock.

Note: ORGA-LINE cross dividers for TANDEMBOX intivo 
have colour matched connecting ends.

What is the maximum width that a TANDEMBOX intivo 
drawer can be made?
The maximum width for an internal drawer cabinet is 
1200mm. We recommend external drawers be made no 
larger than 1500mm. The total weight of the drawer and 
contents must not exceed the maximum weight capacity 
of the runners.
Note: ORGA-LINE cross dividers can only be used in 
one piece in cabinets up to 1200mm wide.

?

?

Is there a TIP-ON option for TANDEMBOX intivo?
Yes. TIP-ON is available for TANDEMBOX intivo, as an 
option where power is unavailable for SERVO-DRIVE.

Note: BLUMOTION soft close is not available with 
TIP-ON

?

TIP-ON
by Blum


